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NORMS OF EIGENFUNCTIONS TO TRIGONOMETRIC KZB
OPERATORS
E. JENSEN AND A.VARCHENKO⋄
Department of Mathematics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250, USA
Abstract. Let g be a simple Lie algebra and V [0] = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn[0] the zero weight
subspace of a tensor product of g-modules. The trigonometric KZB operators are com-
muting differential operators acting on V [0]-valued functions on the Cartan subalgebra of
g. Meromorphic eigenfunctions to the operators are constructed by the Bethe ansatz. We
introduce a scalar product on a suitable space of functions such that the operators become
symmetric, and the square of the norm of a Bethe eigenfunction equals the Hessian of the
master function at the corresponding critical point.
1. Introduction
We study three systems of commuting linear operators associated to a simple Lie algebra
g and the tensor product V = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn of finite dimensional representations of g. The
first system is the collection of the rational Gaudin operators acting on the space of singular
vectors ofMξ−ρ⊗V of weight ξ−ρ, whereMξ−ρ is the Verma module of highest weight ξ−ρ.
The second system is the collection of the trigonometric Gaudin operators with parameter
ξ acting on the zero weight subspace V [0] ⊂ V . The third system is the collection the
trigonometric KZB differential operators acting on a particular space E(ξ) of V [0]-valued
functions on the Cartan subalgebra h ⊂ g. The three systems are isomorphic.
Each system has a Bethe ansatz construction of eigenvectors. The Bethe ansatz consists of
a scalar master function of auxiliary variables t = (t1, . . . , tk) and a weight function depending
on t. For a critical point tcr of the master function, the value of the weight function at tcr is
an eigenvector.
A large body of the previous work focuses on the norms of such Bethe eigenvectors in
the case of the rational Gaudin operators with respect to the Shapovalov form [MV], [V3].
In that case, if tcr is an isolated critical point of the master function, then the norm of the
eigenvector corresponding to tcr equals the Hessian of the master function at tcr. In this
paper, we extend this result to the eigenvectors of the other two systems, see Section 6.
In Section 7, we describe the Weyl group action on eigenfunctions to the trigonometric
KZB operators, and show that the scalar product on these functions is Weyl invariant. In
section 8, we recall the construction of Jack polynomials from antisymmetrized eigenfunctions
to the trigonometric KZB operators. We apply our results to relate the usual norm of Jack
polynomials to the Hessian of the master function.
An interesting next step would be to establish similar results for the elliptic KZB operators.
The authors thank K. Styrkas for helpful discussions.
⋄ Supported in part by NSF grants DMS-0555327 and DMS-1101508
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation. Let g be a simple complex Lie algebra of rank r with Cartan subalgebra h.
Let ∆ ⊂ h∗ be the set of roots, and for α ∈ ∆, let gα ⊂ g denote the root space corresponding
to α.
Fix simple roots α1, . . . , αr ∈ ∆. Let Q = ⊕jZαj be the root lattice, and Q+ the elements
of Q with non-negative coefficients. Let ∆+ = ∆ ∩ Q+ be the set of positive roots, and
∆− = ∆ \∆+, its complement, the negative roots. Let n± = ⊕α∈∆±gα denote the positive
and negative root spaces.
Fix a nondegenerate g-invariant bilinear form ( , ) on g. The form identifies g and g∗ and
defines a bilinear form on g∗. For a root α ∈ ∆, we denote its coroot by α∨ = 2α/(α, α),
and set hα ∈ h so that (hα, h) = α
∨(h) for all h ∈ h.
For each α ∈ ∆, choose generators eα ∈ gα so that (eα, e−α) = 1. For positive roots
α ∈ ∆+, we set fα =
2
(αj ,αj)
e−α. For a simple root αj , set ej = eαj , fj = fαj and hj = hαj .
Then h1, . . . , hr, e1, . . . , er, f1, . . . , fr are Chevalley generators of g. Set ρ =
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
α, so
ρ(hj) = 1 for j = 1, . . . , r.
Denote by U(g) the universal enveloping algebra of g. The Chevalley involution ω is an
automorphism of U(g) defined by ω(ej) = −fj , ω(fj) = −ej , ω(hj) = −hj . The antipode a
is an anti-automorphism of U(g) defined by a(g) = −g for g ∈ g.
2.2. Shapovalov form. The Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt theorem gives the decomposition
U(g) = U(n−)⊗ U(h)⊗ U(n+).
Denote by γ the projection U(g)→ U(h) along n−U(g) + U(g)n+.
The Shapovalov form is the U(h)-valued bilinear form on U(g) defined by
S(g1, g2) = γ(aω(g1)g2), g1, g2 ∈ U(g).
Using the identification of U(h) with C[h∗], the polynomials on h∗, any µ ∈ h∗ defines a
C-valued symmetric form Sµ on U(g) defined by evaluation at µ.
For a g-module V and ν ∈ h∗, let V [ν] = {u ∈ V : hu = ν(h)u for h ∈ h} denote the
weight ν subspace. We consider modules with weight decomposition, so V = ⊗νV [ν]. A
singular vector of weight ν in V is u ∈ V [ν] such that n+u = 0. The space of all such vectors
is denoted Sing V [ν]. For µ ∈ h∗, denote by Mµ the Verma module with highest weight µ,
generated by the vector 1µ ∈ Sing V [µ].
We define the Shapovalov form on a Verma module Mµ by
S(g11µ, g21µ) = Sµ(g1, g2), g1, g2 ∈ U(g).
Weight subspaces Mµ[ν] and Mµ[η] are orthogonal for ν 6= η with respect to this form. Let
M∗µ denote the restricted dual module to Mµ, with g acting by (gφ)(v) = φ(a(g)v) for g ∈ g,
φ ∈M∗µ and v ∈Mµ. The Shapovalov form induces a map Sµ :Mµ →M
∗
µ with Sµ(1µ) = 1
∗
µ,
where 1∗µ is the lowest weight vector dual to 1µ, and with Sµ(g1µ) = ω(g)1
∗
µ for g ∈ g.
The kernel of the Shapovalov form is the maximal proper submodule ofMµ. Denote by Lµ
the irreducible quotient. The Shapovalov form induces a bilinear form on Lµ. We shall use
the Shapovalov form on a tensor product, defined as the product of the Shapovalov forms of
factors.
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For α ∈ ∆+ and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . }, let
(2.1) χαk (µ) = (α, µ+ ρ)−
k
2
(α, α).
On the weight subspace U(n−)[−ν] ⊂ U(n−) the Shapovalov form has determinant [Sh]
detSµ[−ν] = const
∏
α∈∆+
∏
k=N
χαk (µ)
P (ν−kα),
where Sµ[−ν] denotes the restriction to U(n−)[−ν], N are the numbers {1, 2, . . .}, P (λ) is
the Kostant partition function and const is a nonzero constant depending on choice of basis.
This formula also holds for Sµ[−ν] defined as the restriction to Mµ[µ−ν], so the Shapovalov
form on Mµ is nondegenerate if
(2.2) χαk (µ) 6= 0 for all α ∈ ∆+, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }.
Let S−1µ [−ν] be the inverse matrix to Sµ[−ν].
Lemma 2.1. Let {Fj} be a basis of U(n−)[−ν] with the first N elements of {Fj1µ} form a
basis of Ker(Sµ[−ν]). Then an entry (S
−1
λ [−ν])jℓ of S
−1
λ [−ν] is regular at λ = µ if j > N or
ℓ > N .
Proof. For µ such that χαk (µ) is nonzero for every α ∈ ∆+, k ∈ N, the Shapovalov form
is invertible, and each (S−1λ [−ν])jℓ is regular. We next consider µ such that χ
α
k (µ) = 0 for
exactly one α ∈ ∆+ and k ∈ N. There is a unique proper submodule Mµ−kα of highest
weight µ− kα, with the dimension of the weight subspace Mµ−kα[µ− ν] equal to P (ν− kα).
For λ = µ + ǫη approaching µ transversely to χαk (λ) = 0, the first N = P (ν − kα) rows of
Sλ[−ν] are divisible by ǫ. Any minor Cjℓ of Sλ[−ν] with j > N is divisible by ǫ
N , and since
the determinant of Sλ[−ν] is divisible by exactly the Nth power of ǫ, the entry (S
−1
λ [−ν])jℓ
with j > N is regular at ǫ = 0. By the symmetry of S, the entries with ℓ > N are also
regular.
For general µ, we note that if {Fj} is such that the first N elements {Fj1µ} form a basis
of Ker(Sµ[−ν]), then for λ in a neighborhood of µ, Ker(Sλ[−ν]) is contained in the space
spanned by the first N elements of {Fj1λ}. Then we have that for j > N or ℓ > N , the
meromorphic function (S−1λ [−ν])jℓ is regular in a neighborhood of µ except perhaps on a
subspace of codimension 2. Thus it is regular in the entire neighborhood. 
The proof of this lemma was communicated to the authors by K. Styrkas. It mirrors the
proof in [ES] that entries of S−1µ [−ν] can have only simple poles.
2.3. Singular vectors. For µ ∈ h∗, let Iµ ⊂ U(n+) denote the annihilating ideal of the
vector 1∗µ ∈ M
∗
µ. Thus ω(Iµ)1µ equals Ker(Sµ) in Mµ. Let V be a g module such that for
every u ∈ V , n+u is finite dimensional. Denote by V [ν]µ ⊂ V [ν] the subspace annihilated by
Iµ. Let {Fj : j > 0} be a homogeneous basis of U(n−) with F0 = 1, the identity element.
Proposition 2.2. [ES] There exists a singular vector in Mµ ⊗ V [µ + ν] of the form 1µ ⊗
u+
∑
j>0 Fj1µ ⊗ uj for some uj ∈ V only if u belongs to V [ν]µ.
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Proof. The vector 1µ ⊗ u+
∑
j>0 Fj1µ ⊗ uj induces a map M
∗
µ → V defined by
φ 7→ φ(1µ)u+
∑
j>0
φ(Fj1µ)uj
for φ ∈M∗µ. Since the vector is singular, this map commutes with the action of n+. Clearly,
it maps the lowest weight vector 1∗µ to u. The existence of such a map implies that Iµu is
zero. 
For u ∈ V [ν], set
Ξ(µ)(1⊗ u) =
∑
j,k>0
(S−1µ )jℓFj ⊗ ω(Fk)u
in U(n−)⊗ V . For µ satisfying (2.2), this vector is well-defined since Sµ is non-degenerate.
Proposition 2.3. For u ∈ V [ν]µ, the vector Ξ(λ)(1⊗ u) ∈ U(n−)⊗ V as a function of λ is
regular at λ = µ.
Proof. We consider a homogenous basis {Fj} of U(n−) that contains a subset {F˜j} such that
{F˜j1µ} forms a basis of Ker(Sµ). Since u is in V [ν]µ, any ω(F˜j)u equals zero. By Lemma
2.1, the nonzero terms of Ξ(λ)(1⊗ u) are regular at λ = µ. 
For u ∈ V [ν]µ, the vector Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) ∈Mµ ⊗ V [µ+ ν] is singular [ES].
Proposition 2.4. For u ∈ V [ν]µ, let 1µ⊗ u+
∑
j>0 Fj1µ⊗ uj be any singular vector. Then
the difference (
1µ ⊗ u+
∑
j>0
Fj1µ ⊗ uj
)
− Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u)
lies in Ker(Sµ)⊗ V .
Proof. The difference is a singular vector, and the associated map M∗µ → V maps 1
∗
µ 7→ 0.
Since this map commutes with n+, all of U(n+)1
∗
µ maps to zero. The image of Sµ in M
∗
µ is
U(n+)1
∗
µ, so any vector of Mµ ⊗ V orthogonal to it must belong to Ker(Sµ)⊗ V . 
We define the linear map Q(µ) : V [ν]µ−ρ− 1
2
ν → V [ν] as
Q(µ)u =
∑
j,k>0
(
S−1
µ−ρ− 1
2
ν
)
jk
a(Fj)ω(Fk)u.
3. Gaudin and KZB operators
Let z = (z1, . . . , zn) be a collection of distinct complex numbers. Let V1, . . . , Vn be g-
modules, and let V = V1⊗· · ·⊗Vn. For x ∈ End(Vp), let x
(p) = 1⊗· · ·⊗1⊗x⊗1⊗· · ·⊗1 be
the endomorphism of V with g acting on the pth factor. For
∑
j xj⊗yj ∈ End(Vp)⊗End(Vs),
let (
∑
j xj ⊗ yj)
(p,s) denote
∑
j x
(p)
j y
(s)
j .
Let Ω ∈ g ⊗ g be the symmetric invariant tensor dual to ( , ). It has a decomposition
Ω = Ω0+
∑
α∈∆ Ωα where Ω0 ∈ h⊗h and Ωα ∈ gα⊗g−α. Explicitly, for {hν} an orthonormal
basis of h, Ω0 =
∑
ν hν ⊗ hν , and for generators eα ∈ gα with (eα, e−α) = 1, Ωα = eα ⊗ e−α.
The Casimir element is C = C0 +
∑
α∈∆ Cα ∈ U(g), where C0 =
∑
ν hνhν and Cα = eαe−α.
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3.1. Rational Gaudin operators. The rational Gaudin operators are linear operators on
V , given by
Kp(z) =
∑
s 6=p
Ω(p,s)
zp − zs
, p = 1, . . . , n.
Each Kp(z) commutes with the action of g on V . For all p, s, we have [Kp(z), Ks(z)] = 0.
3.2. Trigonometric Gaudin operators. Let
Ω+ =
1
2
Ω0 +
∑
α∈∆+
Ωα , Ω− =
1
2
Ω0 +
∑
α∈∆−
Ωα.
The trigonometric r-matrix is defined by
r(x) =
Ω+x+ Ω−
x− 1
.
For ξ ∈ h, the trigonometric Gaudin operators are defined as
Kp(z, ξ) = ξ
(p) +
∑
s 6=p
r(p,s)(zp/zs), p = 1, . . . , n.
Each Kp(z, ξ) commutes with the action of h on V and [Kp(z, ξ),Ks(z, ξ)] = 0 for all p, s, see
[Ch, EFK].
3.3. KZB operators. Let H+ ⊂ C be the upper half plane, and τ ∈ H+. Let z1, . . . , zn ∈ C
be distinct modulo the lattice Z+ τZ. Let λ ∈ h, with coordinates λ =
∑
λνhν where (hν)
is an orthonormal basis of h. For given z, τ , the KZB operators H0, Hp are operators acting
on functions u(λ) with values in V [0] = (V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn)[0], see [FW].
The KZB operators are
H0(z, τ) = (4πi)
−1△+
∑
p,s
1
2
Γ(p,s)τ (λ, zp − zs, τ),
Hp(z, τ) = −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν +
∑
s:s 6=p
Γ(p,s)z (λ, zp − zs, τ), p = 1, . . . , n.
Here△ =
∑
v ∂
2
λν is the Laplace operator and the operators Γτ (λ, z, τ), Γz(λ, z, τ) are defined
as follows. For the Jacobi theta function
θ1(t, τ) = 2e
πi
4
τ
∞∑
j=0
(−1)jeπij(j+1)τ sin((2j + 1)πt)
and the functions
ρ(t, τ) =
θ′1(t, τ)
θ1(t, τ)
, σw(t, τ) =
θ1(w − t, τ)θ
′
1(0, τ)
θ1(w, τ)θ1(t, τ)
,
η(t, τ) = ρ(t, τ)2 + ρ′(t, τ), ϕ(w, t, τ) = ∂wσw(t, τ).
we set
Γτ (λ, z, τ) =
1
4πi
η(z, τ)Ω0 −
1
2πi
∑
α∈∆
ϕ(α(λ), z, τ)Ωα,
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Γz(λ, z, τ) = ρ(z, τ)Ω0 +
∑
α∈∆
σα(λ)(z, τ)Ωα,
so we have
H0(z, τ) =
1
4πi
△+
1
4πi
∑
p,s
[
1
2
η(zp − zs, τ)Ω
(p,s)
0 −
∑
α∈∆
ϕ(α(λ), zp − zs, τ)Ω
(p,s)
α
]
,
Hp(z, τ) = −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν +
∑
s:s 6=p
[
ρ(zp − zs, τ)Ω
(p,s)
0 +
∑
α∈∆
σα(λ)(zp − zs, τ)Ω
(p,s)
α
]
.
By [FW] the operators H0(z, τ), H1(z, τ), . . . , Hn(z, τ) commute.
3.4. Trigonometric KZB operators. The trigonometric KZB operators are the limits of
the operators H0(z, τ), H1(z, τ), . . . , Hn(z, τ) as τ → i∞.
Proposition 3.1. The trigonometric KZB operators are
H0 =
1
4πi
△−
1
4πi
∑
α∈∆+
π2
sin2(πα(λ))
(eαe−α + e−αeα) ,
Hp(z) = −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν + π
∑
s:s 6=p
cot(π(zp − zs))Ω(p,s) − ∑
α∈∆+
cot(α(λ))(Ω(p,s)α − Ω
(p,s)
−α )

for p = 1, . . . , n.
Note that H0 does not depend on z.
Proof. We have that θ1(t, τ) = 2e
π
4
iτ [sin(πt) +O(e2πiτ )], so as τ → i∞
ρ(t, τ)→
π cos(πt)
sin(πt)
, σw(t, τ)→
π sin(π(w − t))
sin(πw) sin(πt)
,
η(t, τ)→
π2 cos2(πt)
sin2(πt)
−
π2
sin2(πt)
= −π2,
ϕ(w, t, τ)→
π2
sin(πt)
sin(π(w − w + t)
sin2(πw)
=
π2
sin2(πw)
.
Thus, we have
H0 =
1
4πi
△+
1
4πi
∑
p,s
[
−π2
2
Ω
(p,s)
0 −
∑
α∈∆
π2
sin2(πα(λ))
Ω(p,s)α
]
.
Since
∑
p,sΩ
(p,s)
0 acts as zero on V [0], we have that
H0 =
1
4πi
△−
1
4πi
∑
p,s
∑
α∈∆
π2
sin2(πα(λ))
Ω(p,s)α
=
1
4πi
△−
1
4πi
∑
α∈∆+
∑
p,s
π2
sin2(πα(λ))
(
Ω(p,s)α + Ω
(p,s)
−α
)
.
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This gives
H0 =
1
4πi
△−
1
4πi
∑
α∈∆+
π2
sin2(πα(λ))
(eαe−α + e−αeα)
by summing over p and s.
For p = 1, . . . , n,
Hp(z) = −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν+
∑
s:s 6=p
[
π cos(π(zp − zs))
sin(π(zp − zs))
Ω
(p,s)
0 +
∑
α∈∆
π sin(π(α(λ)− zp + zs))
sin(πα(λ)) sin(π(zp − zs))
Ω(p,s)α
]
.
= −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν + π
∑
s:s 6=p
cot(π(zp − zs))Ω(p,s) − ∑
α∈∆+
cot(πα(λ))(Ω(p,s)α − Ω
(p,s)
−α )

as desired. 
For s = 1, . . . , n, let Zs denote e
−2πizs. For β ∈ h∗, and λ ∈ h, let Xβ(λ) denote e
−2πiβ(λ).
Then for p = 1, . . . , n, we may write
(3.1) Hp(z) = −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν − πi
∑
s 6=p
Zp + Zs
Zp − Zs
Ω(p,s) +
∑
α∈∆+
1 +Xα
1−Xα
(
Ω(p,s)α − Ω
(p,s)
−α
) .
3.5. KZ and KZB equations. The rational, trigonometric Gaudin operators and the KZB
operators are the right hand sides of the rational, trigonometric KZ equations and the KZB
equations respectively. Let κ be a nonzero complex number. Then the rational KZ equations
for a V -valued function u(z), z ∈ Cn, are
κ∂zpu(z) = Kp(z)u(z), p = 1, . . . , n.
The trigonometric KZ equations for a V -valued function u(z) are
κzp∂zpu(z) = Kp(z, ξ)u(z), p = 1, . . . , n.
The KZB equations for a V [0]-valued function u(λ, z, τ) are
κ∂zpu(λ, z, τ) = Hp(z, τ)u(λ, z, τ), p = 1, . . . , n,
κ∂τu(λ, z, τ) = H0(z, τ)u(λ, z, τ),
see [KZ, Ch, EFK, FW].
4. Relations among Gaudin and KZB operators
4.1. Rational Gaudin and trigonometric Gaudin operators. Let V1, . . . , Vn be highest
weight g-modules, with highest weights Λ1, . . . ,Λn respectively, and V = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn. Let
Mµ be the Verma module with highest weight µ generated by 1µ.
We label the factors in Mµ ⊗ V starting with zero, so that the pth factor is Vp for p =
1, . . . , n. Then as a consequence of Proposition 2.1 in [MaV], we have the following fact.
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Proposition 4.1. For µ ∈ h∗, u ∈ V [ν]µ, and p = 1, . . . , n,(
zpKp(0, z1, . . . , zn) +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ)
)
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u)
= Ξ(µ)
(
1µ ⊗Kp
(
z1, . . . , zn, µ+ ρ+
ν
2
)
u
)
holds in SingMµ ⊗ V [ν + µ].
Proof. [MaV] The left side belongs to SingMµ ⊗ V [ν + µ] since Kp(0, z1, . . . , zn) commutes
with g. We rewrite the left side as(
Ω(p,0) +
∑
s 6=0,p
zpΩ
(p,s)
zp − zs
+
1
2
C(p)
)
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u)
using the fact that the Casimir element applied to Vp is multiplication by the constant
(Λp,Λp+2ρ). We have that
zpΩ(p,s)
zp−zs
= r(p,s)(zp/zs)+Ω
(p,s)
− . We define C± =
1
2
C0+
∑
α∈∆±
Cα,
so C = C+ +C− and set Ω
(p,p)
± = C
(p)
± , which is just a choice of ordering. Then the previous
expression is equal to(∑
s 6=0,p
r(p,s)(zp/zs) +
n∑
s=0
Ω
(p,s)
− + Ω
(p,0)
+ +
1
2
(
C
(p)
+ − C
(p)
−
))
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u).
We note that
∑n
s=0Ω
(p,s)
− =
1
2
∑n
s=0Ω
(p,s)
0 +
∑
α∈∆+
e
(p)
−α
(∑n
s=0 e
(s)
α
)
. Since Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) is
singular,
(∑n
s=0 e
(s)
α
)
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) = 0. Furthermore,
1
2
(∑n
s=0Ω
(p,s)
0
)
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) is just
1
2
(ν + µ)(p)Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u). We also note that C+ − C− =
∑
α∈∆+
[eα, e−α] equals 2ρ. We are
left with
(4.1)
(∑
s 6=0,p
r(p,s)(zp/zs) +
1
2
(ν + µ)(p) + ρ(p) + Ω
(p,0)
+
)
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u).
For µ satisfying (2.2), each singular vector has an expansion 1µ ⊗ v +
∑
j,k>0(S
−1
µ )jkFj ⊗
ω(Fk)(1µ ⊗ v) for some nonzero v ∈ V [ν]. We must determine v and can ignore the higher
order terms. The first three terms of (4.1) do not act on the first factor Mµ at all. For the
last, recall that Ω
(p,0)
+ =
1
2
Ω
(p,0)
0 +
∑
α∈∆+
e
(p)
α e
(0)
−α, hence, Ω
(p,0)
+ Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) =
1
2
µ(p)1µ ⊗ u+
higher order terms. So (4.1) equals
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗
(∑
s 6=0,p
r(p,s)(zp/zs) +
1
2
ν(p) + µ(p) + ρ(p)
)
u)
as desired.
For any µ and u ∈ V [ν]µ, we note that(∑
s 6=0,p
r(p,s)(zp/zs) +
1
2
(ν + λ)(p) + ρ(p) + Ω
(p,0)
+
)
Ξ(λ)(1⊗ u)
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is a U(h ⊕ n−)⊗ V -valued rational function of h
∗ regular at λ = µ. It is equal, modulo the
annihilator of 1λ, to
Ξ(λ)
(
1⊗Kp
(
z1, . . . , zn, λ+ ρ+
ν
2
)
u
)
,
so
Ξ(µ)
(
1µ ⊗Kp
(
z1, . . . , zn, µ+ ρ+
ν
2
)
u
)
is defined, and the proposition holds. 
Corollary 4.2. For µ ∈ h∗, and p = 1, . . . , n, the operator Kp
(
z, µ+ ρ+ ν
2
)
preserves
V [ν]µ.
Proof. Since Kp(z, µ + ρ+
ν
2
) commutes with h, we need only check that
Ξ(µ)
(
1µ ⊗Kp
(
z, µ+ ρ+
ν
2
)
u
)
is well-defined for u ∈ V [ν]µ. By Proposition 4.1, it equals(
zpKp(0, z1, . . . , zn) +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ)
)
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u)
which is well-defined. 
Corollary 4.3. Let 1µ ⊗ u +
∑
j>0 Fj1µ ⊗ uj ∈ SingMµ ⊗ V [µ + ν] be an eigenvector of
Kp(0, z1, . . . , zp) with eigenvalue εp for p = 1, . . . , n. Then the leading term u ∈ V [ν] is an
eigenvector of Kp(z1, . . . , zn, µ+ ρ+
ν
2
) with eigenvalue zpεp +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, u belongs to V [ν]µ. By Proposition 2.3, the vector Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u)
is well-defined. By Proposition prop:singdifference, the difference
u˜ =
(
1µ ⊗ u+
∑
j>0
Fj1µ ⊗ uj
)
− Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u)
belongs to Sing Ker(Sµ)⊗ V [µ+ ν]. Since U(g) preserves Ker(Sµ), we have(
zpKp(0, z1, . . . , zn) +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ)
)
u˜ ∈ Ker(Sµ)⊗ V
so the leading term is zero. By Proposition 4.1, this leading term is(
zpεp +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ)
)
−Kp
(
z1, . . . , zn, µ+ ρ+
ν
2
)
.

4.2. Eigenfunctions of KZB operators in the trigonometric limit. We look for eigen-
functions to H0 in the space A(ξ)⊗ V [0] defined as follows.
For β ∈ h∗, let Xβ(λ) = e
−2πiβ(λ). For a simple root αj , let Xj = Xαj . Denote by A
the algebra of functions on h which can be expressed as meromorphic functions of variables
X1, . . . , Xr with poles only on ∪α∈∆{Xα = 1}. For ξ ∈ h
∗, we define A(ξ) to be the vector
space of functions of the form e2πiξ(λ)φ with φ ∈ A.
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The algebra A is a subalgebra of the algebra C[[X1, . . . , Xr]] of formal power series.
For φ(X1, . . . , Xr) ∈ A, we define its leading term to be const{Xj}(φ) = φ(0, . . . , 0). For
e2πiξ(λ)φ ∈ A(ξ), we define its leading term to be φ(0, . . . , 0).
Let E(ξ) ⊂ A(ξ)⊗ V [0] be the subspace of eigenvectors to H0 with eigenvalue πi(ξ, ξ).
Proposition 4.4. [FV2] Let ξ ∈ h satisfy
(4.2) (ξ − β, ξ − β) 6= (ξ, ξ) for all nonzero β ∈ Q+ .
Then for u ∈ V [0], there exists a unique ψξu = e
2πiξ(λ)φξu ∈ A(ξ)⊗ V [0] such that
H0ψ
ξ
u = πi(ξ, ξ)ψ
ξ
u and const{Xj}(φ
ξ
u) = u.
The proof of existence and uniqueness of ψξu as a formal power series is similar to Heckman
and Opdam [HO]. Etingof [E] gave a representation theoretic construction of eigenfunctions
to H0 for ξ satisfying (4.2). Let Mξ−ρ be the Verma module of highest weight ξ − ρ, where
ξ satisfies (2.2). Then for each u ∈ V [0], there is a unique homomorphism Φu : Mξ−ρ →
Mξ−ρ ⊗ V such that Φu(1ξ−ρ) = Ξ(ξ − ρ)(1ξ−ρ ⊗ u). Then as formal power series,
ψξu(λ) =
trMξ−ρΦu exp(2πiλ)
trMξ−ρ exp(2πiλ)
.
Felder and Varchenko [FV2] gave the explicit calculation of this function and showed that it
lies in A(ξ)⊗ V [0]. We recall this construction.
We first define a linear map AX : U(n−) → A ⊗ U(n−). We set AX(1) = 1 for 1 the
identity element of U(n−).
For an element of U(n−) of the form Fβ1 · · ·Fβm where each Fβk belongs to g−βk with
βk ∈ ∆+, we set AX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) =
∑
σ∈Sm
AσX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm), where Sm is the symmetric
group on m symbols, and AσX is defined by
AσX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) =
m∏
k=1
X
aσ
k
+1
βσ(k)
1−Xβσ(1) · · ·Xβσ(k)
Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m).
For given σ ∈ Sm, the number a
σ
k is defined to be
∑m−1
j=k d
σ
j , where d
σ
j = 1 if σ(j) > σ(j + 1)
and dσj = 0 otherwise.
Lemma 4.5. The operator AX is well-defined. In other words the relation
AX(Fβ1 · · ·FβℓFβℓ+1 · · ·Fβm)− AX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβℓ+1Fβℓ · · ·Fβm) = AX(Fβ1 · · · [FβℓFβℓ+1] · · ·Fβm)
holds for any collection Fβ1 , . . . , Fβm with each βk ∈ ∆+ and Fβk ∈ g−βk .
Proof. For each σ ∈ Sm, there exists some σ
′ such that
(4.3) AσX(Fβ1 · · ·FβℓFβℓ+1 · · ·Fβm)− A
σ′
X(Fβ1 · · ·Fβℓ+1Fβℓ · · ·Fβm) = B
σ(X)Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m)
with Bσ(X) ∈ A. In fact, σ′ = τℓ,ℓ+1 ◦ σ where τℓ,ℓ+1 is the transposition of ℓ and ℓ + 1. It
is clear that
AX(Fβ1 · · ·FβℓFβℓ+1 · · ·Fβm)− AX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβℓ+1Fβℓ · · ·Fβm) =
∑
σ∈Sm
Bσ(X)Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m).
To calculate Bσ(X), we note that the denominators of AσX(Fβ1 · · ·FβℓFβℓ+1 · · ·Fβm) and
Aσ
′
X(Fβ1 · · ·Fβℓ+1Fβℓ · · ·Fβm) are the same, since these only depend on the order of the Fβ
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appearing in Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m) and Fβσ′(1) · · ·Fβσ′(m) . The difference between A
σ and Aσ
′
comes
from the coefficients aσk and a
σ′
k , depending on d
σ
j and d
σ′
j for j 6 k.
We first consider σ for which the factors Fβℓ and Fβℓ+1 are not adjacent in the expression
Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m), in other words, σ for which |σ
−1(ℓ)−σ−1(ℓ+1)| > 1. For such σ, exchanging
Fβℓ and Fβℓ+1 produces no change in the relative sizes of the indices of adjacent factors in
Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m), so d
σ
j = d
σ′
j for all j and a
σ
k = a
σ′
k for all k. This tells us that for these σ,
Bσ(X) = 0.
For the remaining σ, Fβℓ and Fβℓ+1 are adjacent in Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m). We first consider σ
such that FβℓFβℓ+1 appears, or σ
−1(ℓ) + 1 = σ−1(ℓ + 1). We calculate dσσ−1(ℓ) = 0, since
σ(σ−1(ℓ)) is less than σ(σ−1(ℓ) + 1). We see that dσ
′
σ−1(ℓ) = d
σ′
σ′−1(ℓ+1) = 1. For all j 6= σ
−1(ℓ),
it is clear that dσj = d
σ′
j . Thus a
σ′
k = a
σ
k + 1 for k 6 σ
−1(ℓ) and aσ
′
k = a
σ
k for k > σ
−1(ℓ). For
such σ,
Aσ
′
X (Fβ1 · · ·Fβℓ+1Fβℓ · · ·Fβm) = Xβσ(1) · · ·Xβσ(σ−1(ℓ))A
σ
X(Fβ1 · · ·FβℓFβℓ+1 · · ·Fβm)
so
Bσ(X)Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m) = (1−Xβσ(1) · · ·Xβσ(σ−1(ℓ)))A
σ
X(Fβ1 · · ·FβℓFβℓ+1 · · ·Fβm).
We must also consider σ such that Fβℓ+1Fβℓ appears in Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m). For these σ, we
see that σ′ is in the previous category. Then Bσ(X) = −Bσ
′
(X), so
Bσ(X)Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m) +B
σ′(X)Fβσ′(1) · · ·Fβσ′(m)B
σ(X)Fβσ(1) · · · [Fβℓ , Fβℓ+1] · · ·Fβσ(m).
We can write Bσ(X) more explicitly with variables Yβk , where Yβk = Xβk for k < ℓ,
Yβℓ = XβℓXβℓ+1, and Yβk = Xβk+1 for k > ℓ. Then
Bσ(X) =
m−1∏
k=1
Y
bσ̂
k
βσ̂(k)
1− Yβσ̂(1) · · ·Yβσ̂(k)
where σ̂ is the element of Sm−1 that acts like σ, but treats ℓ and ℓ+ 1 as a unit, and b
σ̂
k is a
sum of the first k numbers dσj , skipping d
σ
σ−1(ℓ), which is zero. In fact,
Bσ(X)Fβσ(1) · · · [Fβℓ , Fβℓ+1] · · ·Fβσ(m) = A
σ̂
Y (Fβ1 · · · [Fβℓ , Fβℓ+1] · · ·Fβm),
and ∑
σ̂∈Sm
Aσ̂Y (Fβ1 · · · [Fβℓ , Fβℓ+1] · · ·Fβm) = AY (Fβ1 · · · [Fβℓ , Fβℓ+1] · · ·Fβm).

Proposition 4.6. [FV2] For 1ξ−ρ ⊗ u+
∑
j>0 Fj ⊗ uj ∈ SingMξ−ρ ⊗ V [0], the function
ψ(λ) = e2πiξ(λ)(u+
∑
j>0
AX(Fj)uj)
belongs to E(ξ).
For u ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ, we denote the function associated to Ξ(ξ − ρ)(1ξ−ρ ⊗ u) by
ψξu = e
2πiξ(λ)(u+
∑
j>0
(S−1ξ−ρ)jkAX(Fj)ω(Fk)uj).
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Let P ξ : V [0]ξ−ρ → E(ξ) denote the map u 7→ ψ
ξ
u.
Proposition 4.7. [FV2] For ξ ∈ h∗ satisfying (4.2) the map P ξ is an isomorphism between
V [0] and E(ξ).
Proposition 4.8. For p = 1, . . . , n, the operator Hp(z) preserves E(ξ).
Proof. We use the formulation of Hp(z) in formula (3.1). Differentiations with respect to λ
preserve A(ξ), so Hp(z) preserves A(ξ) ⊗ V [0]. Since H0 and Hp(z) commute, Hp(z) also
preserves E(ξ). 
4.3. Trigonometric Gaudin and trigonometric KZB operators.
Lemma 4.9. For ξ with property (4.2) and p = 1, . . . , n, we have
Hp(z1, . . . , zn)P
ξ = P ξKp(e
−2πiz1 , . . . , e−2πizn, ξ)
as maps from V [0] to E(ξ).
Proof. For any u ∈ V [0], we have Hp(z)P
ξ(u) = Hp(z)ψ
ξ
u ∈ E(ξ) by Proposition 4.8. Since
ξ satisfies (4.2), Hp(z)ψ
ξ
u equals ψ
ξ
v(λ) for some v ∈ V [0]. By formula (3.1) we have
v = −2πiξ(p)u− πi
∑
s 6=p
Zp + Zs
Zp − Zs
Ω(p,s) +
∑
α∈∆+
(
Ω(p,s)α − Ω
(p,s)
−α
)u
= −2πiξ(p)u− πi
∑
s 6=p
[
Zp + Zs
Zp − Zs
(Ω
(p,s)
+ + Ω
(p,s)
− ) + (Ω
(p,s)
+ − Ω
(p,s)
− )
]
u
= −2πiξ(p)u− 2πi
∑
s 6=p
r(p,s)
(
Zp
Zs
)
u
= −2πiKp(Z1, . . . , Zn, ξ)u.

The lemma holds for generic ξ and so implies the following result.
Corollary 4.10. For ξ ∈ h∗ and u ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ, we have
Hp(z1, . . . , zn)ψ
ξ
u = ψ
ξ
v
for v = Kp(e
−2πiz1 , . . . , e−2πizn, ξ)u.
5. Scalar products
5.1. Shapovalov form and rational Gaudin operators. We recall the following fact,
see for example [RV].
Proposition 5.1. Let V = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn, and let S be the tensor Shapovalov form on V.
Let u, v ∈ V . Then
S(Kp(z1, . . . , zn)u, v) = S(u,Kp(z1, . . . , zn)v), p = 1, . . . n.
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5.2. Scalar product and trigonometric Gaudin operators. We define the following
family of bilinear forms on V , depending on a parameter ξ ∈ h∗.
Definition 5.2. For ξ, ν ∈ h∗ introduce a bilinear form 〈, 〉ξ on V [ν]ξ−ρ− 1
2
ν by the formula
(5.1) 〈u, v〉ξ = S(u,Q(ξ)v).
Proposition 5.3. The bilinear form 〈 , 〉ξ on V [ν]ξ−ρ− 1
2
ν and the Shapovalov form on
Mξ−ρ− 1
2
ν ⊗ V satisfy the relation
〈u, v〉ξ = S
(
Ξ(ξ − ρ−
1
2
ν)(1ξ−ρ− 1
2
ν ⊗ u),Ξ(ξ − ρ−
1
2
ν)(1ξ−ρ− 1
2
ν ⊗ v)
)
.
Proof. Set µ = ξ − ρ− 1
2
ν. Then
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) = 1µ ⊗ u+
∑
j,k>0
(S−1µ )jk (Fj ⊗ ω(Fk)) (1µ ⊗ u)
with respect to a homogeneous basis Fj of U(n−). Thus the right side of the equation (5.1)
is ∑
j,k,l,m>0
(S−1µ )jk(S
−1
µ )lmS (Fj1µ ⊗ ω(Fk)u, Fl1µ ⊗ ω(Fm)v) ,
or ∑
j,k,l,m>0
(S−1µ )jk(S
−1
µ )lm(Sµ)jlS(ω(Fk)u, ω(Fm)v) =
∑
k,m>0
(S−1µ )kmS(u, a(Fk)ω(Fm)v).
This last expression is just S(u,Q(ξ)w). 
Corollary 5.4. Let 1µ ⊗ u +
∑
j>0 Fj ⊗ uj and 1µ ⊗ v +
∑
j>0 Fj ⊗ vj be two vectors in
SingMµ ⊗ V [µ+ ν]. Then the relation
S
(
1µ ⊗ u+
∑
j>0
Fj ⊗ uj, 1µ ⊗ v +
∑
j>0
Fj ⊗ vj
)
= 〈u, v〉µ+ρ+ 1
2
ν
holds.
Proof. The singular vectors differ from Ξ(µ)(1µ⊗u) and Ξ(µ)(1µ⊗v) by vectors in Ker(Sµ)⊗
V . 
Corollary 5.5. The bilinear form 〈 , 〉ξ on V [ν]ξ−ρ− 1
2
ν is symmetric.
Theorem 5.6. For ξ ∈ h∗, u, v ∈ V [ν]ξ−ρ− 1
2
ν and p = 1, . . . , n, we have
〈Kp(z, ξ)u, v〉ξ = 〈u,Kp(z, ξ)v〉ξ.
Proof. Note that both sides are defined by Corollary 4.2. By Proposition 5.1, we know that
zpKp(0, z1, . . . , zn)+
1
2
(Λp,Λp+2ρ) is symmetric with respect to the Shapovalov form defined
on Mξ−ρ− 1
2
ν ⊗ V . This and Proposition 4.1 imply that
S(Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗Kp(z, ξ)u),Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ v)) = S(Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u),Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗Kp(z, ξ)v))
for µ = ξ − ρ− 1
2
ν. Then by Proposition 5.3 we have the theorem. 
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5.3. Scalar product and KZB operators.
Definition 5.7. For ξ ∈ h∗, we define the bilinear form 〈 , 〉 on ⊕β∈QA(ξ + β)⊗ V [0] by
(5.2) 〈ψ1(λ), ψ2(λ)〉 =
∫
C
S(ψ1(λ), ψ2(−λ))dλ1dλ2 · · ·dλr
where C is given by each λj = (λ, αj) ranging along the interval from 0 − iδ to 1 − iδ for
some δ > 0.
Proposition 5.8. The bilinear form 〈 , 〉 is well-defined on ⊕β∈QA(ξ + β)⊗ V [0].
Proof. Recall that A(µ) is defined as the space of functions on h of the form ψ(λ) =
e2πiµ(λ)φ(X) where X = (X1, . . . , Xr), Xj = e
−2πiαj(λ), and φ is a meromorphic func-
tion with poles only on the hyperplanes ∪α∈∆{Xα = 1}. For ψ1(λ) ∈ A(ξ) ⊗ V [0] and
ψ2(λ) ∈ A(ξ + β)⊗ V [0] with β =
∑r
j=1 bjαj ∈ Q the bilinear form is
〈ψ1(λ), ψ2(λ)〉 =
∫
C
S(e2πiξ(λ)φ1(X), e
−2πiξ(λ)e−2πiβ(λ)φ2(X
−1))dλ1dλ2 · · ·dλr
where X−1 denotes (X−11 , . . . , X
−1
r ). The factor e
−2πiβ(λ) is Xb11 · · ·X
br
r , so the integrand is
periodic and we may write
(5.3) 〈ψ1(λ), ψ2(λ)〉 = (−2πi)
−r
∫
C˜
Xb11 · · ·X
br
r S(φ1(X), φ2(X
−1))
dX1
X1
∧ · · · ∧
dXr
Xr
where C˜ is a torus {X | |Xj| = ǫ, j = 1, . . . , r} with ǫ < 1. The torus C˜ doesn’t cross the
poles of φ1(X) or φ2(X
−1). 
Proposition 5.9. The trigonometric KZB operators H0, H1, . . . , Hn are symmetric with
respect to 〈 , 〉 on ⊕β∈QA(ξ + β)⊗ V [0].
Proof. Recall that H0 is
H0 =
1
4πi
△−
1
4πi
∑
α∈∆+
π2
sin2(πα(λ))
(eαe−α + e−αeα).
Since the integrand of (5.2) is periodic, the Laplace operator △ is symmetric with respect
to 〈 , 〉. For each α, the operator eαe−α is adjoint to e−αeα with respect to Shapovalov form,
and sin−2(πα(λ)) is an even function of λ, so these terms are symmetric.
For p = 1, . . . , n, the operator Hp(z) is given by the formula
Hp(z) = −
∑
ν
h(p)ν ∂λν + π
∑
s:s 6=p
cot(π(zp − zs))Ω(p,s) − ∑
α∈∆+
cot(α(λ))(Ω(p,s)α − Ω
(p,s)
−α )
 .
Each ∂λν is symmetric by integration by parts, and h
(p)
ν is symmetric with respect to Shapo-
valov form. The operator Ω(p,s) is the symmetric invariant tensor acting on the pth and
sth factor, and is symmetric with respect to Shapovalov form. Each Ω
(p,s)
α is adjoint to
Ω
(p,s)
−α with respect to Shapovalov form. Since cot(α(λ)) is an odd function of λ, each
cot(α(λ))(Ω
(p,s)
α − Ω
(p,s)
−α ) is self-adjoint with respect to 〈 , 〉. 
In fact, the elliptic KZB operators are symmetric with respect to 〈 , 〉 as well.
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5.3.1. Eigenfunctions of H0.
Proposition 5.10. Let β ∈ Q be nonzero. For ξ ∈ h∗, u ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ and v ∈ V [0]ξ+β−ρ, we
have
〈ψξu, ψ
ξ+β
v 〉 = 0.
Proof. For ξ satisfying (4.2), ψξu and ψ
ξ+β
v have different eigenvalues with respect to H0, so
Proposition 5.9 implies they are orthogonal. The product 〈ψξu, ψ
ξ+β
v 〉 is analytic in ξ, since
the functions ψξu and ψ
ξ+β
v are analytic, so the proposition holds for all ξ. 
For generic ξ, Proposition 5.10 implies that the spaces E(ξ) and E(ξ + β) are orthogonal
for β ∈ Q nonzero. For ξ such that (ξ, α∨j ) is an integer for some simple root αj and certain
β, the spaces E(ξ) and E(ξ + β) are not disjoint, so are not orthogonal.
Recall that the definition of AX is AX(1) = 1 and
AX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) =
∑
σ∈Sm
AσX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm)
with
AσX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) =
m∏
k=1
X
aσ
k
+1
βσ(k)
1−Xβσ(1) · · ·Xβσ(k)
Fβ1 · · ·Fβm
where aσk is defined as the cardinality of the subset of {k, . . . , m − 1} consisting of those j
satisfying σ(j) > σ(j + 1). It is clear that AX(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) is zero at X = 0 if m > 0.
Lemma 5.11. Let X−1 denote (X−11 , . . . , X
−1
r ). The map AX−1 : U(n−) → A ⊗ U(n−) is
regular at X = 0 with
lim
X=0
AX−1 = a,
where a is the antipode.
Proof. We have the formula
AσX−1(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) =
m∏
k=1
X
m−k−aσ
k
βσ(k)
Xβσ(1) · · ·Xβσ(k) − 1
Fβσ(1) · · ·Fβσ(m).
Since aσk equals the cardinality of a subset of {k, . . . , m − 1}, the expression is regular at
X = 0. In fact, AσX−1(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) is nonzero only if a
σ
k = m− k for every k. This holds only
if σ is the permutation sending each k to m − k + 1. Denoting this permutation by σ0, we
have
lim
X=0
Aσ0X−1(Fβ1 · · ·Fβm) = (−1)
mFβm · · ·Fβ2Fβ1,
which is the antipode map a on U(n−). 
Proposition 5.12. [EV2] For ξ ∈ h∗ and u, v ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ, we have the relation
〈ψξu, ψ
ξ
v〉 = 〈u, v〉ξ.
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Proof. Recall that by Proposition 4.6, for u ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ, ψ
ξ
u has the form ψ
ξ
u(λ) =
e2πiξ(λ)
(∑
j AX(Fj)uj
)
with the vectors uj defined by the condition Ξ(ξ − ρ)(1ξ−ρ ⊗ u) =∑
j>0 Fj1ξ−ρ ⊗ uj for a homogeneous basis {Fj} of U(n−). It follows that ψ
ξ
v(−λ) has the
form
ψξv(−λ) = e
−2πiξ(λ)
(∑
k>0
AX−1(Fk)vk
)
where X−1 = (X−11 , . . . , X
−1
r ), and vk is defined by the condition
Ξ(ξ − ρ)(1ξ−ρ ⊗ v) =
∑
k>0
Fk1ξ−ρ ⊗ vk.
Formula (5.3) gives in this case
〈ψξu(λ), ψ
ξ
v(λ)〉 = (−2πi)
−r
∫
C˜
S
(∑
j
AX(Fj)uj,
∑
k
AX−1(Fk)vk
)
dX1
X1
∧ · · · ∧
dXr
Xr
.
The expression
∑
j>0AX(Fj)uj is regular at X = 0 with value u. Lemma 5.11 gives that∑
k>0AX−1(Fk)vk is regular at X = 0 with value
∑
k>0 a(Fk)vk, where a denotes the antipode
map. The integration is just evaluation at X = 0:
〈ψξu(λ), ψ
ξ
v(λ)〉 = S(u,
∑
k>0
a(Fk)vk).
The definition of Ξ(ξ − ρ)(1ξ−ρ ⊗ v) gives each vk as
vk =
∑
ℓ>0
(S−1ξ−ρ)kℓω(Fℓ)v,
so we have
〈ψξu(λ), ψ
ξ
v(λ)〉 = S
(
u,
∑
k,ℓ>0
(S−1ξ−ρ)kℓa(Fk)ω(Fℓ)v
)
.
The expression
∑
k,ℓ>0(S
−1
ξ−ρ)kℓa(Fk)ω(Fℓ)v is the definition of Q(ξ)v, so
〈ψξu(λ), ψ
ξ
v(λ)〉 = S(u,Q(ξ)v)
holds, which gives the proposition. 
6. Bethe ansatz
6.1. Rational Gaudin Model. Let V = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn, where Vp are irreducible highest
weight g-modules of highest weight Λp with highest weight vectors vp. Set Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,Λn)
and Λ =
∑
p Λp. Let m = (m1, . . . , mr) be a collection of non-negative integers, m =
∑
j mj
and mα =
∑r
j=1mjαj .
The Bethe ansatz gives simultaneous eigenvectors to the operators Kp(z1, . . . , zn) on
Sing V [Λ−mα].
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6.1.1. Master function. Let
t = (t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(1)
m1
, t
(2)
1 , . . . , t
(2)
m2
, . . . , t
(r)
1 , . . . , t
(r)
mr) ∈ C
m.
We express this ordering of coordinates as (j, k) < (j′, k′) if either j < j′ or j = j′ and
k < k′; here (j, k) corresponds to t
(j)
k .
The master function ΦK(t, z,Λ) is defined as
(6.1) ΦK(t, z,Λ) =
∑
(j,k)<(j′,k′)
(αj, αj′) log(t
(j)
k − t
(j′)
k′ )−
∑
(j,k)
n∑
s=1
(αj ,Λs) log(t
(j)
k − zs).
Critical points of ΦK with respect to the t variables are are defined as solutions to the
equations ∑
(j′,k′)6=(j,k)
(αj, αj′)
t
(j)
k − t
(j′)
k′
−
n∑
s=1
(αj ,Λs)
t
(j)
k − zs
= 0, 1 6 j 6 r, 1 6 k 6 mi.
The group Σm = Σm1×· · ·×Σmr acts on the critical set of ΦK by permutation of coordinates
with the same upper index.
6.1.2. Eigenvectors. We construct the weight function u : Cm → V [Λ −
∑r
j=1mjαj ]. Let
b = (b1, . . . , bn), with each bp a non-negative integer and
∑n
p=1 bp = m. The collection of
these partitions will be denoted B. Let Σ(b) denote the set of bijections σ from the set of
pairs {(p, s) : 1 6 p 6 n, 1 6 s 6 bp} to the set of variables {t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(1)
m1 , . . . , t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(r)
mr}.
Let c(t
(j)
k ) = j be the color function, and set cσ((p, s)) = c(σ((p, s))).
For each b ∈ B and σ ∈ Σ(b), we assign the vector
fσ
b
v = fcσ((1,1)) · · · fcσ((1,b1))v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fcσ((n,1)) · · · fcσ((n,bn))vn.
Different σ may give the same fσ
b
. To b and σ, we also assign the rational function
uσ
b
= uσ
b,1(z1)u
σ
b,2(z2) . . . u
σ
b,n(zn),
where
(6.2)
uσ
b,p(x) =
1
((σ(p, 1))− σ(p, 2))(σ(p, 2)− σ(p, 3)) · · · (σ(p, bp − 1)− σ(p, bp))(σ(p, bp)− x)
.
Then we have
(6.3) u(t, z) =
∑
b∈B
∑
σ∈Σ(b)
uσ
b
fσ
b
v.
Theorem 6.1. Let tcr be an isolated critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ). Then u(tcr, z) is a well
defined vector in Sing V [Λ−mα] [MV]. This vector is an eigenvector of the rational Gaudin
operators K1(z), . . . , Kn(z) [B, BF, RV]. The eigenvalue of u(tcr, z) with respect to Kp(z) is
equal to ∂
∂zp
ΦK(tcr, z,Λ) [RV].
Theorem 6.2. [V4] For an isolated critical point tcr of ΦK( · , z,Λ), the vector u(tcr, z) is
nonzero.
For g = slr+1 the fact that u(tcr, z) is nonzero is proved in [MTV].
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6.1.3. Norms of eigenvectors. For tcr a critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ,m), let
Hesst ΦK(tcr, z,Λ) = det
(
∂2ΦK
∂t
(j)
k ∂t
(j′)
k′
)
(tcr)
be the Hessian of ΦK .
Theorem 6.3. [V3] Let tcr be an isolated critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ). Then
S(u(tcr, z), u(tcr, z)) = Hesst ΦK(tcr, z,Λ)
where S is the tensor Shapovalov form on V .
Theorem 6.3 was proved in [MV] for g = slr+1.
Theorem 6.4. [V3] Let tcr, t
′
cr be isolated critical points of ΦK( · , z,Λ) lying in different
orbits of Σm. Then
S(u(tcr, z), u(t
′
cr, z)) = 0.
6.2. Trigonometric Gaudin Model. Let V = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn, where Vp are irreducible
highest weight g-modules of highest weight Λp with highest weight vectors vp. Set Λ =
(Λ1, . . . ,Λn) and Λ =
∑
p Λp,m = (m1, . . . , mr),m =
∑
j mj andmα =
∑r
j=1mjαj as above.
Then the Bethe ansatz provides simultaneous eigenvectors to the operators Kp(z1, . . . , zn, ξ)
in V [Λ−mα].
6.2.1. Master function. In this case we write the master function
(6.4) ΦK(t, z,Λ, µ) = ΦK(t, z,Λ)−
∑
(j,k)
(αj , µ) log(t
(j)
k )
where ΦK is given by equation (6.1). The function ΦK has critical points determined by the
equations ∑
(j′,k′)6=(j,k)
(αj, αj′)
t
(j)
k − t
(j′)
k′
−
n∑
p=1
(αj ,Λp)
t
(j)
k − zp
−
(αj , µ)
t
(j)
k
= 0 1 6 j 6 r, 1 6 k 6 mj.
6.2.2. Eigenvectors.
Theorem 6.5. Let tcr be an isolated critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα)). Then
u(tcr, z) ∈ V [Λ−mα] is an eigenvector of the trigonometric Gaudin operator Kp(z1, . . . , zn, ξ)
with eigenvalue equal to
zp
∂
∂zp
ΦK(tcr, z,Λ, ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα)) +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ)
for p = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. We relate the construction under question to the Bethe ansatz for the rational Gaudin
operators K0(0, z1, . . . , zn), . . . , Kn(0, z1, . . . , zn) on the space SingMµ ⊗ V [µ+ Λ−mα].
We construct the weight function uK : C
m →Mµ⊗V [µ+Λ−mα]. Let bK = (b0, b1, . . . , bn),
where
∑n
p=0 bp = m, and BK denote the set of these partitions. Let Σ(bK) be the set of
bijections σ from {(p, s) : 0 6 p 6 n, 1 6 s 6 bp} to {t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(1)
m1 , . . . , t
(1)
1 , . . . , t
(r)
mr}. Let
c(t
(j)
k ) = j, and cσ((p, s)) = c(σ((p, s))).
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For each bK ∈ BK and σ ∈ Σ(bK), we assign the vector
fσ
bK
vK = fcσ((0,1)) · · · fcσ((0,b0))1µ ⊗ · · · ⊗ fcσ((n,1)) · · · fcσ((n,bn))vn.
and the rational function
uσ
bK
= uσ
bK,0
(0)uσ
bK,1
(z1) . . . u
σ
bK,n
(zn),
where uσ
bK,p
(x) is as in equation (6.2). Then
uK(t, z) =
∑
bK∈BK
∑
σ∈Σ(bK)
uσ
bK
fσ
bK
vK.
By Theorem 6.1, if tcr is a critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ, µ), then uK(tcr, z) belongs to
SingMµ⊗V [µ+Λ−mα] and is an eigenvector toK0(0, z1, . . . , zn) with eigenvalue
∑
(j,k)
(αj ,µ)
t
(j)
k
and to Kp(0, z1, . . . , zn) for p = 1, . . . , n with eigenvalue
∂
∂zp
ΦK(tcr, z,Λ, µ).
The singular vector has the form
uK(tcr, z) = 1µ ⊗ u(tcr, z) +
∑
j>0
Fj1µ ⊗ uj
for u(tcr, z) as defined in equation (6.3), since 1µ ⊗ u(tcr, z) is the sum of the terms of
uK(tcr, z) where b0 = 0. By Corollary 4.3, u(tcr, z) is an eigenfunction of the operators
Kp
(
z1, . . . , zn, µ+ ρ+
1
2
(Λ−mα)
)
for p = 1, . . . , n with eigenvalue zp
∂
∂zp
ΦK(tcr, z,Λ, µ) +
1
2
(Λp,Λp + 2ρ). We let µ = ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα) for the theorem. 
Proposition 6.6. Let ξ − ρ− 1
2
(Λ−mα) satisfy (2.2). For tcr an isolated critical point of
ΦK( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα)), the vector u(tcr, z) is nonzero.
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, uK(tcr, z) is nonzero. For µ satisfying (2.2), the singular vector
uK(tcr, z) equals Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u(tcr, z)), so u(tcr, z) is nonzero. 
6.2.3. Norms of eigenvectors. For tcr a critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ −
1
2
(Λ −mα)), let
Hesst ΦK(tcr) denote the Hessian of ΦK with respect to the t variables.
Theorem 6.7. For tcr an isolated critical point of ΦK( · , z,Λ, , ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα)),
〈u(tcr, z), u(tcr, z)〉ξ = HesstΦK(tcr, z,Λ, ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα)).
Proof. Let µ = ξ − ρ− 1
2
(Λ−mα). By Theorem 6.3, we have that
Hesst ΦK(tcr, z,Λ, µ) = S(uK(tcr, z), uK(tcr, z))
for S the tensor Shapovalov form on Mµ ⊗ V . By Corollary 5.4,
〈u(tcr, z), u(tcr, z)〉ξ = S(uK(tcr, z), uK(tcr, z)).

Theorem 6.8. Let tcr, t
′
cr be isolated critical points of ΦK( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ−
1
2
(Λ−mα)) lying
in different orbits of Σm. Then
〈u(tcr, z), u(t
′
cr, z)〉ξ = 0
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Proof. By Corollary 5.4
〈u(tcr, z), u(t
′
cr, z)〉ξ = S(uK(tcr, z), uK(t
′
cr, z)),
and by Theorem 6.4 this is zero. 
6.3. Trigonometric KZB operators. Let V = V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vn, where Vp are irreducible
highest weight g-modules of highest weight Λp such that V has a non-trivial zero weight
subspace V [0]. Let vp denote the highest weight vector of Vp. Set Λ = (Λ1, . . . ,Λn) and
Λ =
∑
p Λp. For ξ ∈ h
∗, the Bethe ansatz provides simultaneous eigenvectors to the operators
Hp(z1, . . . , zn) in E(ξ). In this case, m = (m1, . . . , mr) is determined by mα = Λ, since E(ξ)
has values in V [0].
6.3.1. Master function. Let Zs = e
−2πizs and Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn). We write the master function
ΦH(t, z,Λ, µ) = ΦK(t, Z,Λ, µ)
with ΦK as in (6.4). Critical points of ΦH with respect to t are determined by the equations∑
(j′,k′)6=(j,k)
(αj, αj′)
t
(j)
k − t
(j′)
k′
−
n∑
p=1
(αj ,Λp)
t
(j)
k − Zp
−
(αj, µ)
t
(j)
k
= 0 1 6 j 6 r, 1 6 k 6 mj .
6.3.2. Eigenfunctions.
Theorem 6.9. Let tcr be an isolated critical point of ΦH( · , z,Λ, ξ− ρ) Then for u(tcr, Z) ∈
V [0] given by (6.3), ψξu(tcr ,Z)(λ) is a eigenfunction of H0 with eigenvalue πi(ξ, ξ) and of
Hp(z, λ) for p = 1, . . . , n with eigenvalue −
1
2πi
∂
∂zp
ΦH(tcr, z,Λ, ξ − ρ) + (Λp,Λp + 2ρ).
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, u(tcr, Z) ∈ V [0] is eigenvector of the trigonometric Gaudin operators
Kp(Z1, . . . , Zn, ξ) for p = 1, . . . , n with eigenvalue Zp
∂
∂Zp
ΦK(tcr, Z,Λ, ξ − ρ) + (Λp,Λp + 2ρ).
Lemma 4.9 implies that ψξu(tcr ,Z) is a eigenfunction of Hp(z) for p = 1, . . . , n with the same
eigenvalue. 
Proposition 6.10. For ξ − ρ ∈ h∗ satisfying (2.2), and tcr an isolated critical point of
ΦH( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ), the function ψ
ξ
u(tcr ,Z)
(λ) is nonzero.
Proof. By Proposition 6.6, u(tcr, z) is nonzero, so ψ
ξ
u(tcr ,Z)
(λ) is nonzero. 
6.3.3. Norms of eigenfunctions. For tcr a critical point of ΦH( · , z,Λ, ξ−ρ), let Hesst ΦH(tcr)
denote the Hessian of ΦH with respect to the t variables.
Theorem 6.11. Let tcr be an isolated critical point of ΦH( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ). Then〈
ψξu(tcr ,Z), ψ
ξ
u(tcr ,Z)
〉
= HesstΦH(tcr, z,Λ, ξ − ρ).
Proof. By Proposition 5.12,〈
ψξu(tcr ,Z), ψ
ξ
u(tcr ,Z)
〉
= 〈u(tcr, Z), u(tcr, Z)〉ξ .
Since tcr is a isolated critical point of ΦK( · , Z,Λ, ξ − ρ), by Theorem 6.7, we have
〈u(tcr, Z), u(tcr, Z)〉ξ = HesstΦK(tcr, Z,Λ, ξ − ρ).

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Theorem 6.12. Let tcr, t
′
cr be isolated critical points of ΦH( · , z,Λ, ξ − ρ) lying in different
ΣΛ orbits. Then 〈
ψξu(tcr ,Z), ψ
ξ
u(t′cr ,Z)
〉
= 0.
Proof. By Proposition 5.12,〈
ψξu(tcr ,Z), ψ
ξ
u(t′cr ,Z)
〉
= 〈u(tcr, Z), u(t
′
cr, Z)〉ξ ,
and by Theorem 6.8, this is zero. 
7. Weyl group
For α ∈ ∆, we have the reflection sα of h, defined by sα(λ) = λ−(λ, α
∨)α. The Weyl group
W associated to g is the group of transformations of h generated by such sα. The simple
reflections sj = sαj generate W . The Weyl group acts on V [0] so it acts on V [0]-valued
functions of h by (wψ)(λ) = w(ψ(w−1λ)).
Lemma 7.1. [FW] The operators H0(z, τ), H1(z, τ), . . . , Hn(z, τ) are Weyl invariant.
Corollary 7.2. Let ψ be an eigenfunction of Hp for p any of 0, 1, . . . , n. Then for w ∈ W ,
wψ is an eigenfunction of Hp with the same eigenvalue.
7.1. Scattering matrices. Following [FV2], we define the maps Tw(ξ) : V [0] → V [0],
rational in the variable ξ ∈ h∗ and associated to w ∈ W . For sj a simple reflection, we define
(7.1) Tsj (ξ) =
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
1
ℓ!
)2 (ξ, α∨j )
(ξ, α∨j )− ℓ
f ℓj e
ℓ
j .
For w ∈ W with decomposition w = sjm · · · sj2sj1 by simple reflections, we define
Tw(ξ) = Tsjm (sjm−1 · · · sj2sj1ξ) · · ·Tsj2 (sj1ξ)Tsj1 (ξ).
Proposition 7.3. [FV2] The map Tw(ξ) does not depend on choice of decomposition w =
sjm · · · sj2sj1.
Corollary 7.4. For w1, w2 ∈ W , the composition property
Tw2w1(ξ) = Tw2(w1ξ)Tw1(ξ).
holds.
We note that this map Tw(ξ) is identical to the dynamical Weyl group element Aw(ξ − ρ)
acting on V [0], see [TV], [EV1], [STV].
Let sl2(j) denote the subalgebra of g generated by ej and fj and let V
(j)
k be a 2k + 1-
dimensional irreducible sl2(j) submodule of V .
Proposition 7.5. For u ∈ V
(j)
k [0], the explicit formula
Tsj (ξ)u =
(1 + ξj)(2 + ξj) · · · (k + ξj)
(1− ξj)(2− ξj) · · · (k − ξj)
u
holds, where ξj denotes (ξ, α
∨
j ).
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Proof. Since ek+1j applied to u ∈ V
(j)
k [0] is zero, we have
Tsj(ξ)u =
k∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
1
ℓ!
)2 (ξ, α∨j )
(ξ, α∨j )− ℓ
f ℓj e
ℓ
ju.
Each f ℓj e
ℓ
ju is equal to
(k+ℓ)!
(k−ℓ)!
u, so we have
Tsj(ξ)u =
k∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
1
ℓ!
)2 (ξ, α∨j )(k + ℓ)!
((ξ, α∨j )− ℓ)(k − ℓ)!
u.
Thus, Tsj (ξ)u is a degree k rational function of ξ with simple poles at (ξ, α
∨
j ) equal to
1, 2, . . . , k. The residue at ℓ for ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} is given by
Res(ξ,α∨j )=ℓTsj(ξ)u = (−1)
ℓ (k + ℓ)!
ℓ!(ℓ− 1)!(k − ℓ)!
.
This proves the proposition up to a constant multiple. The constant is fixed by Tsj(0) =
1. 
Lemma 7.6. [FV2] Let ξ satisfy (4.2). Then for all w ∈ W , the map ψ 7→ wψ is an
isomorphism from E(ξ) to E(wξ).
Theorem 7.7. [FV2] The maps Tw(ξ) satisfy the relation
wψξu = ψ
wξ
Tw(ξ)u
for u ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ.
Let Tw(ξ)
∗ denote the adjoint operator to Tw(ξ) with respect to the Shapovalov form.
Proposition 7.8. For a simple reflection sj, we have that Tsj(ξ)
∗ = Tsj (ξ).
Proof. This follows from the fact that f ℓj e
ℓ
j is self-adjoint with respect to the Shapovalov
form. 
Corollary 7.9. For ξ ∈ h and w = sjm · · · sj1, we have
Tw(ξ)
∗ = Tsj1 (ξ)Tsj2 (sj1ξ) · · ·Tsjm (sjm−1 · · · sj1ξ).
Lemma 7.10. For sj a simple reflection and w0 the longest element of W , the relation
w0Tsj (ξ)w
−1
0 = Tw0sjw−10 (w0sjξ).
holds.
Proof. We note the relation w(el−αe
l
α)w
−1 = el−wαe
l
wα [TV]. The simple root −w0αj equals
w0sjαj, so we have w0(f
l
αj
elαj )w
−1
0 = e
l
w0sjαj
f lw0sjαj . For u ∈ V [0], the equation e
l
αf
l
αu =
f lαe
l
αu holds, so we have
w0Tsjw
−1
0 =
∞∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
1
ℓ!
)2 (ξ, α∨j )
(ξ, α∨j )− ℓ
f ℓw0sjαje
ℓ
w0sjαj
.
Since (ξ, α∨j ) equals (w0sjξ, w0sjα
∨
j ) we have
w0Tsjw
−1
0 = Tsw0sjαj (w0sjξ).
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The simple reflection sw0sjαj is equal to w0sjw
−1
0 which gives the lemma. 
Proposition 7.11. For w ∈ W and w0 the longest element of W , the relation
w0Tw(ξ)
∗w−10 = Tw0w−1w−10 (w0wξ).
holds.
Proof. By Corollary 7.9, the operator Tw(ξ)
∗ can be written as
Tw(ξ)
∗ = Tsi1 (ξ)Tsi2 (si1ξ) · · ·Tsik (sik−1 · · · si1ξ)
for w = sik · · · si2si1 . Applying Lemma 7.10 successively to the simple reflections we obtain
w0Tw(ξ)
∗w−10 = Tw0si1w
−1
0
(w0si1ξ)Tw0si2w
−1
0
(w0si2si1ξ) · · ·Tw0sikw
−1
0
(w0wξ).
The composition property is applied to give the proposition. 
Theorem 7.12. [EV1] As elements of EndCV [0]⊗ C(h
∗), we have
Q(ξ) = w0Tw0(ξ).
7.2. Scalar products.
Theorem 7.13. For u, v ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ and w ∈ W , we have
〈Tw(ξ)u, Tw(ξ)v〉wξ = 〈u, v〉ξ.
Proof. By Theorem 7.12, we have that
〈u, v〉ξ = S(u, w0Tw0(ξ)v)
and that
〈Tw(ξ)u, Tw(ξ)v〉wξ = S(Tw(ξ)u, w0Tw0(wξ)Tw(ξ)v).
The definition of the adjoint operator Tw(ξ)
∗ gives
S(Tw(ξ)u, w0Tw0(wξ)Tw(ξ)v) = S(u, Tw(ξ)
∗w0Tw0(wξ)Tw(ξ)v).
By Proposition 7.11, we have
S(u, Tw(ξ)
∗w0Tw0(wξ)Tw(ξ)v) = S(u, w0Tw0w−1w−10 (w0wξ)Tw0(wξ)Tw(ξ)v).
The cocycle condition gives
S(u, w0Tw0w−1w−10 (w0wξ)Tw0(wξ)Tw(ξ)v) = S(u, w0Tw0(ξ)v)
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 7.14. For ξ ∈ h∗, let u and v belong to V [0]ξ−ρ. Then
〈wψξu, wψ
ξ
v〉 = 〈ψ
ξ
u, ψ
ξ
v〉.
holds.
Proof. The left hand side equals 〈ψwξTw(ξ)u, ψ
wξ
Tw(ξ)v
〉 by Theorem 7.7. By Proposition 5.12, the
corollary is equivalent to
〈Tw(ξ)u, Tw(ξ)v〉wξ = 〈u, v〉ξ
which is the statement of Theorem 7.13 
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Proposition 7.15. Let ξ ∈ h∗ and w ∈ W be such that wξ = ξ + β for β ∈ Q nonzero. For
u, v ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ,
〈ψξu, wψ
ξ
v〉 = 0.
holds.
Proof. The proposition follows from Proposition 5.10, because of the relation
〈ψξu, wψ
ξ
v〉 = 〈ψ
ξ
u, ψ
ξ+β
Tw(ξ)v
〉.

For u ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ, we define
ψWξu =
∑
w∈W
(−1)l(w)wψξu
where l(w) denotes the length of w. For ξ integral, each wξ differs from ξ by an element of
the root lattice, so 〈ψξu, ψ
wξ
v 〉 is well-defined.
Corollary 7.16. Let ξ ∈ h∗ be integral, with wξ 6= ξ for every w ∈ W . For u, v ∈ V [0]ξ−ρ,
the equation
〈ψWξu , ψ
Wξ
v 〉 = |W |〈ψ
ξ
u, ψ
ξ
v〉.
holds.
Proof. By Proposition 7.15, for w1 6= w2, 〈w1ψ
ξ
u, w2ψ
ξ
v〉 equals zero. By Corollary 7.14, the
terms 〈wψξu, wψ
ξ
v〉 for each w ∈ W are all equal. 
8. Jack polynomials
In this section, we set g = slr+1, and let the representation V be S
k(r+1)Cr+1. Then V [0]
is one-dimensional. We set z1 = 0.
Denote the fundamental weights of g by ω1, . . . , ωr. Let P+ denote the integral dominant
weights, the linear combinations of ω1, . . . , ωr with non-negative integral coeffecients.
Proposition 8.1. For µ ∈ h with µ− kρ ∈ P+, the equality V [0]µ = V [0] holds.
Proof. For
Ξ(µ)(1µ ⊗ u) =
∑
ℓ,m>0
(S−1µ )ℓmFℓ1µ ⊗ ω(Fm)⊗ u
to be defined, it is necessary and sufficient that for each F such that F 1µ is in the kernel of
the Shapovalov form, the expression ω(F )u is zero. The kernel is generated by the highest
weight vectors of the subrepresentations Msj ·µ of Mµ for simple reflections sj , which are
given by f
(µ+ρ,α∨j )
j 1µ. Since (µ+ ρ, α
∨
j ) is at least k+1, it is sufficient to verify that e
k+1
j u is
zero for u ∈ V [0]. This is true since the weight spaces V [(k + 1)αj] are empty. 
We use the variables Xωj = e
−2πiωj(λ) for ωj a fundamental weight. For k a fixed non-
negative integer, the Jack polynomials P
(k)
ν are a family of Weyl-invariant polynomials in
X±1ω1 , . . . , X
±1
ωr parametrized by dominant weights ν. They are characterized by their form
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P
(k)
ν = X−ν +
∑
β∈Q+
aβX−ν+β for coefficients aβ ∈ C, and their orthogonality with respect
to the inner product
〈φ1(λ), φ2(λ)〉k =
1
|W |
const{Xωj }φ1(λ)φ2(−λ)
∏
α∈∆
(1−Xα)
k+1
where const{Xωj} is the constant term with respect to the Xωj variables.
Let Π denote the product X−ρ
∏
α∈∆+
(1−Xα).
Proposition 8.2. [FV2] For u ∈ V [0] and ξ ∈ h such that ξ − (k + 1)ρ belongs to P+, the
antisymmetrized eigenfunction ψWξu has the form
ψWξu = Π
k+1P
(k)
ξ−(k+1)ρu.
Proposition 8.3. Let ξ, ν ∈ h∗ be such that ξ− (k+1)ρ and ν− (k+1)ρ belong to P+ with
ξ − ν ∈ ∆. For u, v ∈ V [0], we have the relation
〈ψWξu , ψ
Wν
v 〉 = |W |〈P
(k)
ξ−(k+1)ρ, P
(k)
ν−(k+1)ρ〉kS(u, v).
Proof. The left hand side is defined as
〈ψWξu , ψ
Wν
v 〉 =
∫
C
S(ψWξu (λ), ψ
Wν
v (−λ))dλ1dλ2 · · · dλr,
where C is given by each λj = (λ, αj) ranging along the interval from 0− iδ to 1− iδ. Since
ξ − ν is in ∆, the integrand is a meromorphic function of the variables X1, . . . , Xr, so the
product is
〈ψWξu , ψ
Wν
v 〉 = const{Xj}S(ψ
Wξ
u (λ), ψ
Wν
v (−λ)).
By Proposition 8.2, we have
const{Xj}S(ψ
Wξ
u , ψ
Wν
v (−λ)) = const{Xj}S(Π(λ)
k+1P
(k)
ξ−(k+1)ρ(λ)u,Π(−λ)
k+1P
(k)
ν−(k+1)ρ(−λ)v).
Since Π(−λ) = Xρ
∏
α∈∆−
(1−Xα), we have
〈ψWξu , ψ
Wν
v 〉 = const{Xj}
∏
α∈∆
(1−Xα)P
(k)
ξ−(k+1)ρ(λ)P
(k)
ν−(k+1)ρ(−λ)S(u, v).
On the other hand, we have that
|W |〈P
(k)
ξ−(k+1)ρ, P
(k)
ν−(k+1)ρ〉kS(u, v) = const{Xωj }
∏
α∈∆
(1−Xα)P
(k)
ξ−(k+1)ρ(λ)P
(k)
ν−(k+1)ρ(−λ).
Since the expression on the right has well-defined constant terms in both the Xj variables
and the Xωj variables, and since each Xj is a non-constant product of integer powers of the
Xωj variables, the two constant terms are equal. 
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8.1. Bethe ansatz. We apply the Bethe ansatz results in this case of g = slr+1 and V =
Sk(r+1)Cr+1. The highest weight of V is k(r+1)ω1 =
∑r
j=1 k(r+1−j)αj . Thus the t variable
in Ckr(r+1)/2 has variables t
(j)
ℓ for 1 6 j 6 r and 1 6 ℓ 6 k(r + 1 − j). The master function
ΦH(t, k(r + 1)ω1, ξ − ρ) and the weight function u(t) are as defined previously, with z1 = 1.
The Bethe ansatz asserts that if tcr is an isolated critical point of ΦH(t, k(r+1)ω1, ξ− ρ),
the function ψξu(tcr) is an eigenfunction of H0. Theorem 6.11 gives the norm of ψ
ξ
u(tcr)
as〈
ψξu(tcr), ψ
ξ
u(tcr)
〉
= HesstΦH(t, k(r + 1)ω1, ξ − ρ).
Proposition 8.4. If tcr is an isolated critical point of ΦH(t, ν + kρ), then the relation〈
P (k)ν , P
(k)
ν
〉
k
S(u(tcr), u(tcr)) = Hesst ΦH(tcr, k(r + 1)ω1, ν + kρ).
holds.
Proof. By Corollary 7.16, the Bethe function ψ
ν+(k+1)ρ
u(tcr)
has the same norm as its antisym-
metrization ψ
W (ν+(k+1)ρ)
u(tcr)
divided by |W |, so Proposition 8.3 relates the norm of Jack poly-
nomial to the norm of the Bethe function. 
9. Lie algebra sl2, one tensor factor
9.1. Norm of eigenfunction. We use explicit formulas to show Theorem 6.11 in the case
g = sl2 and V = VΛ consists of a single irreducible factor with Λ = kα1 where k is a non-
negative integer. We set z1 = 0, X = X1, ξ1 = (ξ, α1) and λ1 = (λ, α1). The space V [0] is
one dimensional and we have
H0 =
1
2πi
d2
dλ21
+
πik(k + 1)
2 sin2(πλ1)
.
Lemma 9.1. Let V = VΛ, with Λ = kα1, and u ∈ V [0]. For ξ1 not equal to any of {1, . . . , k},
we have 〈
ψξu, ψ
ξ
u
〉
=
(ξ1 + 1)(ξ1 + 2) · · · (ξ1 + k)
(ξ1 − 1)(ξ1 − 2) · · · (ξ1 − k)
S(u, u).
Proof. The formula for ψξu in this case is calculated in [FV2] as
ψξu(λ) = e
2πiξ(λ)
k∑
j=0
(−1)j
(k + j)!Γ(ξ1 − j)
j!(k − j)!Γ(ξ1)
(
X
1−X
)j
u.
We write
ψξu(λ) = Ck,ξ e
2πiξ(λ)P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k
(
1 +X
1−X
)
u
with the Jacobi polynomial [S]
P
(α,β)
k (z) =
Γ(α + k + 1)
k!Γ(α + β + k + 1)
k∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
Γ(α+ β + k + j + 1)
Γ(α + j + 1)
(
z − 1
2
)j
,
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and the constant Ck,ξ =
1
P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k
(1)
. The norm of ψξu is〈
ψξu, ψ
ξ
u
〉
= constXS
(
Ck,ξ P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k
(
1 +X
1−X
)
u, Ck,ξ P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k
(
1 +X−1
1−X−1
)
u
)
= C2k,ξ constX P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k
(
1 +X
1−X
)
P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k
(
X + 1
X − 1
)
S(u, u)
=
P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k (−1)
P
(−ξ1,ξ1)
k (1)
S(u, u).
The special values
P
(α,β)
k (1) =
(
k + α
k
)
and
P
(α,β)
k (−1) = (−1)
k
(
k + β
k
)
give 〈
ψξu, ψ
ξ
u
〉
= (−1)k
Γ(k + ξ1 + 1)Γ(−ξ1 + 1)
Γ(ξ1 + 1)Γ(k − ξ1 + 1)
which is equivalent to the Lemma. 
We suppress the upper index of the t variables, and write t = (t1, . . . , tk). The master
function is
ΦH(t, z,Λ, ξ − ρ) =
∑
j 6=j′
2 log(tj − tj′)−
k∑
j=1
2k log(tj − 1)−
k∑
j=1
(ξ1 − 1) log(tj).
Theorem 9.2. For tcr a critical point of ΦH , we have that〈
ψξu(tcr ,Z), ψ
ξ
u(tcr ,Z)
〉
=
[(ξ1 + 1)(ξ1 + 2) · · · (ξ1 + k)]
3 k!
(ξ1 − 1)(ξ1 − 2) · · · (ξ1 − k)(k + 1)(k + 2) · · · (2k)
.
Proof. By applying Lemma 9.1, we need only show
S(u(tcr, Z), u(tcr, Z)) =
(
(ξ1 + 1)(ξ1 + 2) · · · (ξ1 + k)
(k + 1)(k + 2) · · · (2k)
)2
(2k)!.
The weight function is
u(t, Z) =
∑
σ∈Sk
1
(tσ(1) − tσ(2))(tσ(2) − tσ(3)) · · · (tσ(k−1) − tσ(k))(tσ(k) − 1)
fkvΛ,
which can be simplified to
u(t, Z) =
(
k∏
j=1
1
tj − 1
)
fkvΛ.
For t a critical point of ΦH , [V2] gives the formula
k∏
j=1
1
tj − 1
=
(ξ1 + 1)(ξ1 + 2) · · · (ξ1 + k)
(k + 1)(k + 2) · · · (2k)
.
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Calculation shows that S(fkvΛ, f
kvΛ) = (2k)!, which gives the theorem. 
By [V2, Equation 1.4.3], we have
Hesst (ΦH(tcr, z,Λ, ξ − ρ)) = k!
k−1∏
j=0
(ξ1 + 1 + j)
3
(ξ − 1− j)(2k − j)
to obtain the claim of Theorem 6.11 that〈
ψξu(tcr ,Z), ψ
ξ
u(tcr ,Z)
〉
= HesstΦH(tcr, z,Λ, ξ − ρ).
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